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ABSTRACT—As children develop, they need to remember to carry out their intentions and overcome habits to switch flexibly to new ways of behaving. Developments in these domains—prospective memory and cognitive flexibility—are essential for children to function and predict important outcomes. Prospective memory and cognitive flexibility are similar in the psychological processes proposed to support them (particularly executive functions), in how they are measured, and in the behavioral transitions observed (e.g., dissociations between actions and intentions, and nonlinear developmental trajectories). In this article, we highlight how such parallels can inform debates about the specific executive functions and types of developments that support prospective memory, cognitive flexibility, and related future-oriented abilities, and can deepen understanding of executive function development more generally.
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PARALLELS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES PROPOSED AND METHODS USED

Most theories of prospective memory, cognitive flexibility, and their development point to a central role for executive functions,
such as inhibition and working memory (2-5). Executive control relates highly to performance on prospective memory from preschool to adolescence (6, 7), and inhibition and working memory predict the age effect in children’s performance on prospective memory (8, 9). Similarly, executive control relates to cognitive flexibility during development (10), including working memory and inhibition (11). The activation of prefrontal networks during prospective memory and cognitive flexibility tasks in children (12, 13) and adults (14, 15) is also consistent with the idea that these processes tap executive functions. Additional support comes from evidence that prospective memory and cognitive flexibility are improved when demands on executive function are reduced (7, 16–18). These manipulations may reduce demands on holding a secondary rule in working memory, and on inhibiting or shifting from a dominant task, though they may also free up cognitive resources more generally.

In terms of methodological parallels, both types of paradigms can include tasks that are primary (because they are ongoing in the case of prospective memory, and prepotent in the case of cognitive flexibility), with the measure of interest focusing on performance on a secondary task (prospective memory task or nondominant rule) in the face of the primary task. A standard event-based prospective memory paradigm involves forming an intention, followed by a delay filled with a distracting activity to promote forgetting, and then an ongoing task in which a cue signals that the prospective memory task should be performed (19). For example, children are asked to complete ongoing activities (e.g., to categorize cards into two categories or play a driving simulation game), but to perform a novel action when a prospective memory cue appears (e.g., an animal card appears or when a certain color of flower appears; 6, 17). At the end of the task, the children are asked to report the rules of the prospective memory task to confirm that they remember what they were supposed to do (the retrospective memory component of the prospective memory task). Cognitive flexibility is typically measured using tasks where a rule must be followed that conflicts with a prepotent alternative, based on prior experiences within the task or more generally (20). For example, in the dimensional change card sort (DCCS), participants sort cards by one dimension, then must switch to sort by a new dimension that conflicts with the prior dimension (21). Children are asked questions about the card-sorting rules to confirm that they understood what they were supposed to do.

Although similar, these paradigms are not simply variants of one another. One difference is a delay between forming and executing an intention in prospective memory tasks that can range from a few minutes to hours; during this time, no reference to the intention is made. Thus, prospective memory depends both on retrospective memory processes (storing an intention over a delay period, then retrieving the intention), as well as on prospective, executive-type processes (carrying out the intention at the appropriate time). In contrast, most tasks of cognitive flexibility demand that the action be executed immediately and often include reminders of the rules (e.g., children are reminded of the DCCS rules before each trial). Thus, cognitive flexibility may depend less on long-term memory than on actively maintaining rules for immediate action in working or short-term memory. Prospective memory by definition does not rely on actively maintaining the prospective memory intention in mind, as this would index a vigilance process (22). Although children could try to use a vigilance-like strategy in prospective memory tasks, this would likely harm their ongoing performance and so would be discouraged. Therefore, a key distinction between prospective memory and cognitive flexibility is whether an intention must be kept in mind for immediate action or stored for accomplishing a delayed intention.

**QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ROLE OF EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS**

Although executive functions seem to play a central role in prospective memory and cognitive flexibility during development, what executive functions are most critical is debated (9, 23, 24). Moreover, while executive functions play a role at individual times during development, it is unclear whether developmental changes in executive functions play a causal role in the development of prospective memory and cognitive flexibility. Longitudinal studies that track each of these developmental trajectories could shed more light on their relationships, but such studies may be complicated by the fact that relationships with executive functions can seem to vary across development. For example, while most studies show that executive control predicts prospective memory performance from preschool to adolescence, in one study retrospective memory processes (and not the prospective component that relies on executive control) drove development of prospective memory between ages 7 and 10 (25). Similarly, while many studies show that executive control predicts cognitive flexibility across development, this relationship holds at age 8 but not age 12 (10) for one measure of executive control (the Flanker task, which requires responding to a central stimulus and ignoring surrounding flankers). More work is needed to examine specific executive functions that contribute to the development of prospective memory and cognitive flexibility from childhood into adolescence.

If changes in executive functions play a causal role in the development of prospective memory and cognitive flexibility, what form do those changes in executive functions take? Developments in executive function have been characterized in diverse ways, including the differentiation of distinct executive functions (26), the temporal dynamics of how control is engaged (27), and the neural systems recruited (2, 12). However, it is unclear how such developmental changes in executive function relate to developments in prospective memory and cognitive flexibility. Other developing abilities may also contribute to improvements in prospective memory and cognitive flexibility, such as increases in complexity of mental representation.
(including representation of task goals and strategies) and advances in children’s ability to monitor their own cognitive processing (23).

**BEHAVIORAL PARALLELS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR QUESTIONS**

Two developmental transitions occur with age in both prospective memory and cognitive flexibility: a decrease in dissociations between actions and intention, and a nonlinear pattern in the effects of distracting information on performance. These parallels may suggest ways to integrate these domains and inform debates about which executive functions and what types of developmental changes in executive functions are critical to the development of prospective memory and cognitive flexibility.

**Dissociations**

Young children often fail to carry out their intentions (in prospective memory paradigms) or perseverate on an incorrect response (in cognitive flexibility tasks), despite knowing what they are supposed to do (19, 21). However, with age, children can use their knowledge to inform actions and often behave in accordance with their knowledge. The dissociations between actions and knowledge have been interpreted distinctly across the two domains in ways that may inform each domain. For example, the fact that children can answer questions correctly in tasks of cognitive flexibility (e.g., “Where do red trucks go in the shape game?”), together with the fact that the task rules are often repeated, led researchers to conclude that problems in memory for the rule alone cannot explain children’s perseverative errors (29), and to characterize these dissociations as abulic, distinguishing between what children know and how they act on that knowledge (21).

In contrast, the fact that children can correctly answer questions in prospective memory paradigms (e.g., “What were you supposed to do when you saw an animal card?”) has not led researchers to conclude that failures of memory play no role in prospective memory errors. Instead, these questions are viewed as tapping one form of memory that is successful (retrospective memory), while the ability to carry out intentions is viewed as tapping a distinct form of memory that is less successful (prospective memory). To what extent does this distinction between retrospective and prospective memory contribute to the dissociations in tasks of cognitive flexibility? Failures of prospective memory could contribute to children perseverating in situations where rules are not repeated often or in cases where children do not attend to the repetition of rules, while retrospective memory could support correct answers to direct questions about rules.

Conversely, an alternative interpretation of dissociations in children’s cognitive flexibility may be relevant to understanding dissociations in prospective memory. Specifically, children’s knowledge-action dissociations can be understood more thoroughly in terms of the amount of conflict that needs to be resolved to succeed at a task. Knowledge questions typically focus on only the relevant feature, so that no conflict needs to be resolved, whereas action measures typically require sorting by the relevant feature in the face of conflicting information from a previously relevant feature (e.g., a red truck gets sorted in one bin based on its shape, but in another bin based on the prior rule of color). When the amount of conflict is equated across measures of action and knowledge (e.g., by asking children, “Where do red trucks go in the shape game?”), dissociations disappear: Children perseverate at similar levels across measures (30). To what extent does the amount of conflict that needs to be resolved contribute to dissociations observed in prospective memory tasks? For example, failures to resolve conflict could contribute to children’s failures to carry out their intentions in the face of an ongoing (potentially conflicting) task, while still allowing them to succeed when queried about those intentions in the absence of information about that ongoing task. This possibility could be tested by equating prospective and retrospective components of tasks of prospective memory in terms of the amount of conflict that needs to be resolved (e.g., by asking participants at the end of the study to report the full set of task rules).

In this way, behavioral dissociations in both prospective memory and cognitive flexibility suggest new answers to test regarding which executive functions are critical during development: conflict resolution processes in the case of prospective memory, and prospective memory processes in the case of cognitive flexibility.

**Nonlinear Development and Temporal Dynamics of Control**

In both cognitive flexibility and prospective memory, children improve notably across the first decade of life (17, 20). Children accomplish prospective memory tasks more accurately, switch between using two rules more flexibly, and complete such tasks more efficiently and with greater speed. However, in both domains, introducing distracting information can impair the performance of more advanced children more than that of less advanced children (31, 32). For example, 6-year-olds who can switch flexibly between rules in a version of the DCCS task react more quickly and are thus more prepared on a working memory task than children who fail to switch rules and perseverate. However, when children are distracted by a secondary task (counting backwards and tapping hands) during the working memory task, this pattern reverses: Children who switch flexibly react more slowly on the working memory task than children who persevere (31). Similarly, when children are asked to refuel the tank of a car each minute while navigating traffic in a driving simulation game, older children’s ability to monitor time for the prospective memory cue suffers more than younger children’s from a concurrent secondary task (e.g., N-back, 32; or judging gender of words spoken by opposite-gender voices, 33). Thus, rather than children improving monotonically with age or
level, as expected, their performance can diminish with age or level in the face of distraction.

These nonlinear patterns can inform us about the processes supporting children’s development (see special issue of *Journal of Cognition and Development*, January–March 2004). In the cases of cognitive flexibility and prospective memory, these patterns may reflect a developmental change in the temporal dynamics of control, and relative costs and benefits associated with distinct forms of control (see special section of *Neuropsychologia*, September 2014). Specifically, children seem to transition from relying on reactive forms of control (engaged in the moment, as needed) to relying increasingly on proactive forms of control (engaged in anticipation of needing the proactive forms of control; 34). Proactive control can support more efficient preparedness, given its anticipatory nature, but can also be more susceptible to distraction because it requires actively maintaining information across time rather than engaging control on the fly. From this perspective, the performance of more advanced children may suffer from a secondary task more than that of less advanced children, because the more advanced children approach the task with a proactive strategy that fails in the face of distraction, whereas the less advanced children rely more on reactive processes that are recruited as needed.

These ideas are consistent with other evidence on children’s cognitive flexibility (35) and lead to testable predictions about developmental changes in children’s prospective memory. For example, older children may be more likely than younger children to proactively use the delay between forming an intention and the phases of executing it, or time during the ongoing task, for strategies such as processes involved in monitoring intentions. Therefore, older children’s prospective memory may be more disrupted by a difficult activity during the delay or a difficult ongoing task, whereas younger children’s prospective memory may be less disrupted by these distracting activities because they rely on reactive control. These predictions offer a possible way to integrate these two fields and further investigate what types of developments in executive function may drive changes in prospective memory, cognitive flexibility, and other domains.

**OTHER FUTURE-ORIENTED PROCESSES**

The implications of parallels between prospective memory and cognitive flexibility may be relevant to related domains, such as delaying gratification, a future-oriented process like prospective memory. Delaying gratification requires resisting the temptation of a small reward immediately in favor of a larger reward later. The transition from reactive to proactive control, which is highlighted by nonlinear developmental trajectories in prospective memory and cognitive flexibility, may also influence how children delay gratification. The ability to inhibit prepotent actions apparently depends on a proactive process of monitoring the environment for signals that indicate the need to change course (27), so children’s inhibitory control can be improved by practicing monitoring for such signals proactively (36). Such proactive monitoring (e.g., for the arrival of a reward) might also be central to children’s abilities to stop themselves from acting on immediately available rewards.

**CONCLUSION**

Studies of cognitive flexibility and prospective memory have proceeded in two largely independent realms. However, they can inform each other, given similarities in theory, behavior, and method. In this article, we discuss questions common to these two domains and others regarding specific executive functions and types of developments, and we present ideas about how parallels between prospective memory and cognitive flexibility might inform these questions. For example, behavioral dissociations in both prospective memory and cognitive flexibility suggest the value of testing the role of conflict-resolution processes in prospective memory, and the role of prospective memory processes in cognitive flexibility. Additionally, nonlinear developmental trajectories in the effects of distracting information on prospective memory and cognitive flexibility highlight how developmental changes in the temporal dynamics of control may drive changes across these domains. Such changes from reactive to increasingly proactive control may relate to many other developments in childhood, such as the ability to delay gratification. We hope this article encourages researchers to think about the kind of parallels we have highlighted, and how they may inform an understanding of developmental changes in prospective memory, cognitive flexibility, executive function, and other domains.
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